Royal Wulff Dry Fly
Rev 20140311

Materials Needed:
Hook: Standard Dry Fly#8-#20, Tiemco 100, 900BL, Dai-Riki 320
Thread: 3/0 – 8/0 Black
Tail: Deer, Elk, or Moose Body
Wing: Calftail
Abdomen: Peacock Herl
Rib: Red Floss, Gold Wire (optional)
Hackle: Brown 1 Saddle or 2 Neck Hackle

1• Tail length should be 1 ½ hook shanks. Tie in at hook point and set above barb.
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2• Wing set position is half-way between the point and the eye of the hook. Wing
length should be hook shank. Wrap thread in front of wing and stand wing up. Then
split, figure-eight, and post.

3• Tie in peacock herl (number will vary to the size of fly) and wrap forward to hook
point. Tie in red floss and wrap forward over peacock. Again the number of wraps
will vary with the size of fly. Tie off and trim floss. Option: Rib floss with 1 or 2 wraps
of fine gold wire.
4• Wrap tying thread forward to behind the base of the wings. Now continue to wrap
peacock herl to just behind the base of wings and tie–off with thread. Move thread in
front of the wings.

5• Tie in hackle dry-fly style, the cup or dull side of the hackle facing forward. This
fly should be hackled relatively heavy, so you can use 2 short neck or 1 long saddle
hackle.

6• Make several wraps of hackle behind the wings. A trick to getting a fully hackled
fly is to palmer only 1 or 2 (depending on size of fly) wraps of hackle behind the
wing. Take 1 or 2 wraps of hackle in front of wings. Now go back behind the wing
and space hackle wraps to fill in gaps. Finish wrapping the hackle in front of the
wings.
tie off with several thread wraps and whip finish.

7• Tie off with several thread wraps and whip finish.
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